Sensible heat flux measurement using scintillometry over urban area
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Abstract

Large aperture scintillometer was applied for the sensible heat flux measurement over the building canopy and over the urban green. Scintillation calculation needs the effective height of the transmitted light path with high accuracy. Therefore, extreme caution should be paid for the scintillation method when it is used over the buildings of different height. As a result of validation measurement with eddy covariance method, we come to know that the canopy height should be the maximum height in the buildings, if we use the conventional morphologic method in evaluating the displacement height.

The scintillation method was applied over the largest green area in Tokyo. In summer daytime, the sensible heat flux on the green area was one thirds to half of that in the highly urbanized area.

1. Introduction

Recently, urban climate study needs surface heat flux data especially on the large area of several kilo-meters scale. For example, the large urban greens would change climate. Impact of large green area on the local airflow system should be clarified in terms of the pollution dispersion. Another example is the city-induced rain. In recent years in Tokyo, we come to have very heavy rainfall more than 50mm/hour which we had not so often experienced. The large heating on the urban surface could be a reason for the urban rain. We can see clouds lined along the cities (Inoue and Kimura, 2004), which is an evidence of the city effect on the cloud generation.

This study aims to use a large aperture scintillometer (LAS) in urban area. At first we validated LAS measurement in the highly built up area in Tokyo. Focus is on the height problem in which we have to give accurate path height to LAS calculation. The previous studies validated LAS in the flat terrain or validated in the urban area with mix convection method (Lagouarde et al., 2005). The mix convection method needs wind speed data in the flux calculation, but the free convection method does not.

The second objective of this study is the application of LAS for the green area. The Japanese imperial palace is the largest green area in Tokyo (2.3km²). However, it is strictly prohibited to get in there and we could not use sonic anemometer for the flux observation. LAS is a remote sensing sensor, so, we used LAS to measure the heat flux of the palace green.

2. Scintillometry for the heat flux measurement

Brief description of LAS measurement is noted here. LAS measures the light scintillations between the transmitter and the receiver. The scintillation is caused by the turbulence fluctuation of the air density; warmer and cooler airmass crossing the light. We
get the structure constant for temperature $C_T^2$ from the scintillation and apply it to the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory.

\[
\frac{(z-d)^{1/3} C_T^2}{T_*^2} = f \left( \frac{z-d}{L} \right)
\]

where $z$ is the height of the path, $d$ is the canopy displacement height, $L$ is the Monin-Obukhov length scale, $T^*$ is the friction velocity, and $f$ is the universal function for the similarity theory. For the unstable layer, especially in the thermally-driven free convection ($z/L \rightarrow -\infty$), the similarity equation gets into simple.

\[
H_{\text{sat}} = \rho c_p b (z-d) \left( \frac{g}{T_a} \right)^{1/2} \left( C_T^2 \right)^{3/4}
\]

We can get sensible heat flux from the $C_T^2$, $z$ and $d$. This method is called free convection method. $\rho c_p$ is the volumetric heat capacity of air, $g$ is the gravity constant, $T_a$ is mean air temperature, $b$ is the constant. The merit of LAS is its wide area. The maximum distance between the transmitter and the receiver can be several kilo-meters. On the other hand, the sonic anemometer at the 30m high tower would measure typically 0.003km$^2$ area. However LAS measurement is based on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. We are not sure it always holds in the urban area. And also, LAS requires accurate height data of the light path.

3. Site description

The measurement had been continued for one month in summer 2007. The validation measurement, in which we compare LAS measured heat flux to that by reference eddy covariance method was taken in the highly-built-up area in Tokyo. The transmitter and receiver of LAS was set-up 800m apart. It was less than the kilo-meter scale, but LAS position was determined so as to match the flux source area between LAS and eddy covariance. The sonic anemometer (Kaijo SAT-550) was set up at the 110 m (50 m) high above the ground level (mean roof level). In this period, we also took LAS measurement simultaneously over the large green area in Japanese imperial palace. In Fig. 1, two paths of scintillometer are shown. The path above green area is 2.2 km long.

![Fig. 1: Observation area. T: LAS transmitter, R: receiver, S: sonic anemometer. Arrows indicate the light path of LAS.](attachment:image.png)
4. Height problem in scintillometry measurement

The LAS equation (eq.2) includes the canopy displacement height \( d \). The buildings make the virtual boundary between the atmosphere and ground. Height of the boundary is the displacement height. For the homogeneous canopy, \( d \) has been studied theoretically (Jackson, 1981) and experimentally in the wind tunnel (Macdonald, 1998). \( d \) increases as the canopy gets denser. The morphologic method expressed \( d \) as a function of canopy geometrical index. If we use the morphologic method, ratio of \( d \) to the canopy height \( d/z_{\text{canopy}} \) is 0.61 for this site (frontal area index 0.13, plane area ratio 0.36).

However, the real urban canopy is not homogeneous. Size of each building area not uniform. So we do not know the morphologic method for the homogeneous height canopy folds true in the heterogeneous canopy. There is a comprehensive work including the review of morphologic method by Grimmond and Oke (1999). They did not find success of morphologic method in the real urban area. The heterogeneity could be doubtable.

Here, we assumed that the conventional morphologic method holds true for the heterogeneous canopy. Instead, we inspected the \( z_{\text{canopy}} \). In other word, we evaluated an effective height of the heterogeneous canopy for the use of morphologic method. If we accept maximum height of the buildings, \( z_{\text{canopy}} \) is 39.2m, and for the average height 22.0m. Two choices of \( z_{\text{canopy}} \) would be tested in the next section.

5. Result

Diurnal variation of heat flux was shown for four days. Solid line is the flux by eddy covariance. Red cross is the LAS result using average building height. White circle indicates LAS with maximum building height. LAS data is plotted when the atmosphere is thermally unstable where vertical gradient of potential temperature is less than -0.04 K/m. White circle agrees well with the line, but red cross overestimates. Thus, the maximum building height is more adequate as the effective canopy height than the average height is.

![Comparison of LAS measured heat flux (marks) to that by the eddy covariance method (line). LAS heat flux was calculated by two types of canopy height. Sequential diurnal variation of four fine days are shown.](image-url)
We could give some interpretation for the two kinds of height. In the homogeneous canopy, the maximum height equals to the average one. So we do not find any discrepancy when we use existing morphologic method in the homogeneous canopy. However, in the heterogeneous canopy, roof size and building height are all different between buildings. So, the simple average which does not consider the roof area difference should have less physical meanings. On the other hand, dynamical and/or thermal influence of the buildings on the atmosphere could spread over the tallest buildings above the building canopy. Therefore, for the atmospheric layer, the maximum height of the building could be one kind of boundary.

6. Application of LAS to the large green area

Sensible heat flux in green area of the Japanese imperial palace was measured by LAS and compared to that in the highly urbanized area (Fig.3). Filled circle is the highly urbanized area and open one is the green area. The thin line, net radiation on urbanized area and thick line, anthropogenic heat in the urbanized area are also presented. The anthropogenic heat was evaluated from the statistics of energy consumption. The sensible heat flux exceeded the net radiation because of the anthropogenic heat. The green area has sensible heat flux of half or one thirds of urbanized area. There is average 400 Wm\(^{-2}\) difference between the urban and green in daytime. Among 400Wm\(^{-2}\), 200Wm\(^{-2}\) would be due to the urban anthropogenic heat. Another 200Wm\(^{-2}\) should be effect of the evapotranspiration by the vegetation.

![Fig. 3: Sensible heat flux in the large green area and urban area.](image)

7. Conclusions

Large aperture scintillometer was applied for the sensible heat flux measurement over the urban canopy and large urban green. Scintillation method needs the effective height of the transmitted light path in the calculation. We have to evaluate canopy displacement height in the heterogeneous urban canopy. Validation measurement with eddy covariance method, resulted that the canopy height should be the maximum height in the buildings if we use the conventional morphologic method to get the canopy displacement height.
The scintillation method was applied over the largest green area in Tokyo. In summer daytime, the sensible heat flux on the green area was one thirds to half of that in the highly urbanized area. Half of the heat flux difference between the green and city would be due to the anthropogenic heat. The other half would be the evapotranspiration effect.
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